EEB Committee Members for AY 2023-2024

Dept. Chair – Nate Sanders  
Associate Chairs  
Gina Baucom (Grad Program)  
Meghan Duffy (Undergrad Program)  
Hernán López-Fernández (Museum Collections)  
George Kling (Research and Facilities)

GREEBS President – Rachel Cable

* indicates committee chair  
** indicates ex officio/non-voting member  
^ indicates staff  
Indicates graduate student

Executive Committee (eebexecomm)
  *Dept. Chair, ex officio**  
  Assoc. Chairs (x4), ex officio  
  Natalia Umaña  
  André Green  
  Gideon Bradburd  
  Dan Rabosky  
  ^Linda García  
  Kristen Wacker

Admissions (eeb-admis)
  *Gina Baucom  
  Marjorie Weber  
  Thais Vasconcelos  
  Chris Dick  
  ^Nathan Sadowsky  
  ^Justin Hopper  
  Keyi Feng  
  Simone Oliphant

Undergraduate Affairs (eebcurriculum)
  *Meghan Duffy  
  Alison Davis Rabosky  
  Ben Winger  
  ^Lindsay Stefanski  
  Juanita Pardo Sanchez

Graduate Affairs Committee (eeb-gac)
  *Gina Baucom  
  Jake Allgeier  
  Tom Duda  
  ^Nathan Sadowsky  
  Natasha Stepanova

Promotions and Merit Committee (eebpmc)
  * Liz Tibbetts  
  Tim James  
  George Zhang  
  ^Linda García

Diversity Committee (eebdiversity)
  * Melissa Duhaime  
  Jo Kurdziel  
  Catherine Badgley (F)  
  Luis Zaman (W)  
  ^Justin Hopper  
  Diana Carolina Vergara  
  Grace Zhang

Seminar Committee (eebsemcom)
  Kelly Speer  
  Mia Howard  
  ^Amanda Kosnik  
  Raquel Pizzardo  
  Olivia Vought

Tuesday Lunch Seminar
  Emma Carlson  
  Yu Kai Tan

Social & Retreat Committee (eebsocial)
  (2023-24) committees combined  
  * Vincent Denef  
  Lacey Knowles  
  Cody Thompson  
  ^Amanda Kosnik (Social)  
  ^Nathan Sadowsky (Retreat)  
  Ben Nicholas  
  Matheus Januario

Award Committee
  Diarmaid O’Foighil  
  Aimée Classen  
  ^Linda García

Safety Committee
  (on hold)